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DENNIS LAM
Robert Morris: Blind Time Drawings, 1973-2000 ; [on the
... Robert Morris Blind Time DrawingsRobert Morris is a very
important ﬁgure in relation to how we now think about drawing.
His Blind Time Drawings, were done over a long period between
1973 and the year 2009.The fourth series, was a group of works
inspired by the writings of the philosopher Donald Davidson and
because of this fact this series is often looked at more closely
than the rest because it is easier to unpack in ...Robert Morris:
Blind Time Drawings - BloggerRobert Morris: Blind Time Drawings
by. Robert Morris (Contributor) 4.50 · Rating details · 2 ratings · 1
review This catalogue brings together for the ﬁrst time 81 of
Robert Morris's "Blind Time Drawings," selected from the six
series that make up the corpus of this work to which Morris has
dedicated more than 30 years. The ...Robert Morris: Blind Time
Drawings - Goodreads | Meet your ...Robert Morris (artist)
American, 1931 - 2018 Blind Time I 1973 powdered graphite with
plate oil and graphite inscription on wove paper overall: 88.9 x
116.8 cm (35 x 46 in.)Blind Time I - nga.govRobert Morris:
Labyrinth and Blind Time Drawings 18 EAST 77 January 11 –
March 28, 2020Robert Morris: Labyrinth and Blind Time ... Castelli GalleryThis catalogue brings together for the ﬁrst time 81
of Robert Morris’s Blind Time Drawings, selected from the six
series that make up the corpus of this work to which Morris has
dedicated more than 30 years.The entire range is present from
the early drawings of 1973 up to the Moral Drawings of 2000,
with a particular emphasis on the fourth series, a group of works
inspired by the writings ...Robert Morris. Blind Time Drawings artecontemporanea.comFor today's blog, we invited Pepe Karmel
to write about Robert Morris' Blind Time drawings. Pepe Karmel is
an Associate Professor of Art History at New York University. With
their visible traces of moving hands and ﬁngers, Robert Morris’
Blind Time drawings ought to belong to the tradition of gestural
abstraction.What the Body Knows: Robert Morris’ Blind Time
DrawingsRobert Morris. Blind Time XIII. 1973. Graphite on paper.
35 1/8 x 46 1/8" (89.2 x 117.2 cm). ... Recent Drawings
Acquisitions: National Endowment for the Arts Jun 21–Sep 2, 1974
Recent Drawings Acquisitions: National ...Robert Morris. Blind
Time XIII. 1973 - MoMARobert Morris (artist) American, 1931 2018 Blind Time IV (Drawing with Davidson) 1991 black iron
oxide with plate oil and graphite inscription on wove paper sheet:
96.5 x 127 cm (38 x 50 in.) overall (framed): 107 x 137.2 x 5.1
cm (42 1/8 x 54 x 2 in.)Art Object Page - nga.govRobert Morris:
Labyrinths--Voice--Blind Time 1974 Not on view. Date 1974.
Classiﬁcation Prints. Medium Oﬀset lithograph. Dimensions Sheet:
36 13/16 × 23 13/16in. (93.5 × 60.5 cm) Accession number
2006.320. ... A 30-second online art project: American Artist,
Looted.Robert Morris: Labyrinths--Voice--Blind TimeLes séries des
Blind Time Drawings, exécutées à l’aveugle, que Robert Morris
inaugure en 1973 et qu’il ne cesse de reprendre épisodiquement,
sont déﬁnies par les mêmes éléments protocolaires : l’action – les

marques de doigts – qui est réalisée en temps limité et les yeux
fermés ; le référent – l’artiste se propose une « cible » : le
souvenir d’une œuvre ; le ...Blind Time IV (Drawing with
Davidson) | Centre PompidouThis catalogue brings together for
the ﬁrst time 81 of Robert Morris's Blind Time Drawings, selected
from the six series that make up the corpus of this work to which
Morris has dedicated more than 30 years. The entire range is
present from the early drawings of 1973 up to the Moral
Drawings of 2000, with a particular emphasis on the fourth series,
a group of works inspired by the writings of ...Robert Morris: Blind
Time Drawings, 1973-2000 ; [on the ...Tempora Caeca,
installation of wall drawings and Blind Time IV: Drawing with
Davidson, 1991, Fattoria di Celle, Santomato, Pistoia, Italy Robert
Morris: The Mind/Body Problem, Retrospective Exhibition, Musée
national d'art moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris,
FranceRobert Morris - Ceysson & BénétièreDownload Free Robert
Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000 The link will feign how you
will acquire the robert morris blind time drawings 1973 2000.
However, the record in soft ﬁle will be plus easy to gain access to
every time. You can tolerate it into the gadget or computer unit.
So, you can quality so simple toRobert Morris Blind Time
Drawings 1973 2000Robert Morris began work on the ﬁrst group
of Blind Time Drawings in 1973 which comprised ninety-eight
sheets. The subsequent groups, up to the latest series, are less
comprehensive, but even so, the ensemble constitutes one of the
largest bodies of works created by an artist blindfolded.Robert
Morris at Sprüth Magers (Contemporary Art Daily)Acces PDF
Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000 Robert Morris Blind
Time Drawings 1973 2000. Today we coming again, the
supplementary heap that this site has. To unquestionable your
curiosity, we have the funds for the favorite robert morris blind
time drawings 1973 2000 baby book as the unconventional
today.Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000Summary of
Robert Morris. Robert Morris was one of the central ﬁgures of
Minimalism.Through both his own sculptures of the 1960s and
theoretical writings, Morris set forth a vision of art pared down to
simple geometric shapes stripped of metaphorical associations,
and focused on the artwork's interaction with the viewer.Robert
Morris Sculptures, Bio, Ideas | TheArtStoryDownload audio
description in word of Blind Time (Grief) IV, 2009. Robert Morris,
Blind Time (Grief) V, 2009. Powdered pigment, usually mixed with
plate oil on acid free rag paper 96,5 x 127 cm. Image courtesy by
the artist, Leo Castelli Gallery, Sonnabend Gallery and Sprüth
Magers. View Image. Image textBlind Time (Grief) by Robert
Morris | Artists | Arts ...Robert Morris (February 9, 1931 –
November 28, 2018) was an American sculptor, conceptual artist
and writer. He was regarded as having been one of the most
prominent theorists of Minimalism along with Donald Judd, but
also made important contributions to the development of
performance art, land art, the Process Art movement, and
installation art.Robert Morris | MoMAIn particular, Morris has
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widely explored blindfolded drawing in the Blind Time series,
begun in 1973. He executed the ﬁrst series of drawings with his
hands dipped in a mixture of oil and graphite, following a set of
previously deﬁned rules to create the image; subsequent
drawings in a related series were created by a blind woman
following the artist's instructions.
Download audio description in word of Blind Time (Grief) IV, 2009.
Robert Morris, Blind Time (Grief) V, 2009. Powdered pigment,
usually mixed with plate oil on acid free rag paper 96,5 x 127 cm.
Image courtesy by the artist, Leo Castelli Gallery, Sonnabend
Gallery and Sprüth Magers. View Image. Image text
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Tempora Caeca, installation of wall drawings and Blind Time IV:
Drawing with Davidson, 1991, Fattoria di Celle, Santomato,
Pistoia, Italy Robert Morris: The Mind/Body Problem,
Retrospective Exhibition, Musée national d'art moderne, Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris, France
Robert Morris: Labyrinths--Voice--Blind Time
Robert Morris began work on the ﬁrst group of Blind Time
Drawings in 1973 which comprised ninety-eight sheets. The
subsequent groups, up to the latest series, are less
comprehensive, but even so, the ensemble constitutes one of the
largest bodies of works created by an artist blindfolded.
Robert Morris: Blind Time Drawings - Blogger
Robert Morris (February 9, 1931 – November 28, 2018) was an
American sculptor, conceptual artist and writer. He was regarded
as having been one of the most prominent theorists of
Minimalism along with Donald Judd, but also made important
contributions to the development of performance art, land art,
the Process Art movement, and installation art.
Blind Time (Grief) by Robert Morris | Artists | Arts ...
Robert Morris (artist) American, 1931 - 2018 Blind Time I 1973
powdered graphite with plate oil and graphite inscription on wove
paper overall: 88.9 x 116.8 cm (35 x 46 in.)
Robert Morris | MoMA
For today's blog, we invited Pepe Karmel to write about Robert
Morris' Blind Time drawings. Pepe Karmel is an Associate
Professor of Art History at New York University. With their visible
traces of moving hands and ﬁngers, Robert Morris’ Blind Time
drawings ought to belong to the tradition of gestural abstraction.
Art Object Page - nga.gov
Robert Morris. Blind Time XIII. 1973. Graphite on paper. 35 1/8 x
46 1/8" (89.2 x 117.2 cm). ... Recent Drawings Acquisitions:
National Endowment for the Arts Jun 21–Sep 2, 1974 Recent
Drawings Acquisitions: National ...
Blind Time I - nga.gov
In particular, Morris has widely explored blindfolded drawing in
the Blind Time series, begun in 1973. He executed the ﬁrst series
of drawings with his hands dipped in a mixture of oil and
graphite, following a set of previously deﬁned rules to create the
image; subsequent drawings in a related series were created by a
blind woman following the artist's instructions.
Robert Morris - Ceysson & Bénétière
Summary of Robert Morris. Robert Morris was one of the central
ﬁgures of Minimalism.Through both his own sculptures of the
1960s and theoretical writings, Morris set forth a vision of art
pared down to simple geometric shapes stripped of metaphorical
associations, and focused on the artwork's interaction with the
viewer.
Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings
Robert Morris is a very important ﬁgure in relation to how we now
think about drawing. His Blind Time Drawings, were done over a
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long period between 1973 and the year 2009.The fourth series,
was a group of works inspired by the writings of the philosopher
Donald Davidson and because of this fact this series is often
looked at more closely than the rest because it is easier to
unpack in ...
Robert Morris. Blind Time Drawings - artecontemporanea.com
Robert Morris: Labyrinth and Blind Time Drawings 18 EAST 77
January 11 – March 28, 2020
Robert Morris. Blind Time XIII. 1973 - MoMA
Download Free Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000 The
link will feign how you will acquire the robert morris blind time
drawings 1973 2000. However, the record in soft ﬁle will be plus
easy to gain access to every time. You can tolerate it into the
gadget or computer unit. So, you can quality so simple to
Blind Time IV (Drawing with Davidson) | Centre Pompidou
This catalogue brings together for the ﬁrst time 81 of Robert
Morris’s Blind Time Drawings, selected from the six series that
make up the corpus of this work to which Morris has dedicated
more than 30 years.The entire range is present from the early
drawings of 1973 up to the Moral Drawings of 2000, with a
particular emphasis on the fourth series, a group of works
inspired by the writings ...
Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings
What the Body Knows: Robert Morris’ Blind Time Drawings
Robert Morris: Blind Time Drawings by. Robert Morris
(Contributor) 4.50 · Rating details · 2 ratings · 1 review This
catalogue brings together for the ﬁrst time 81 of Robert Morris's
"Blind Time Drawings," selected from the six series that make up
the corpus of this work to which Morris has dedicated more than
30 years. The ...
Robert Morris: Labyrinth and Blind Time ... - Castelli Gallery
This catalogue brings together for the ﬁrst time 81 of Robert
Morris's Blind Time Drawings, selected from the six series that
make up the corpus of this work to which Morris has dedicated
more than 30 years. The entire range is present from the early
drawings of 1973 up to the Moral Drawings of 2000, with a
particular emphasis on the fourth series, a group of works
inspired by the writings of ...
Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000
Les séries des Blind Time Drawings, exécutées à l’aveugle, que
Robert Morris inaugure en 1973 et qu’il ne cesse de reprendre
épisodiquement, sont déﬁnies par les mêmes éléments
protocolaires : l’action – les marques de doigts – qui est réalisée
en temps limité et les yeux fermés ; le référent – l’artiste se
propose une « cible » : le souvenir d’une œuvre ; le ...
Robert Morris: Blind Time Drawings - Goodreads | Meet your ...
Acces PDF Robert Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000 Robert
Morris Blind Time Drawings 1973 2000. Today we coming again,
the supplementary heap that this site has. To unquestionable
your curiosity, we have the funds for the favorite robert morris
blind time drawings 1973 2000 baby book as the unconventional
today.
Robert Morris at Sprüth Magers (Contemporary Art Daily)
Robert Morris: Labyrinths--Voice--Blind Time 1974 Not on view.
Date 1974. Classiﬁcation Prints. Medium Oﬀset lithograph.
Dimensions Sheet: 36 13/16 × 23 13/16in. (93.5 × 60.5 cm)
Accession number 2006.320. ... A 30-second online art project:
American Artist, Looted.
Robert Morris Sculptures, Bio, Ideas | TheArtStory
Robert Morris (artist) American, 1931 - 2018 Blind Time IV
(Drawing with Davidson) 1991 black iron oxide with plate oil and
graphite inscription on wove paper sheet: 96.5 x 127 cm (38 x 50
in.) overall (framed): 107 x 137.2 x 5.1 cm (42 1/8 x 54 x 2 in.)
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